A molecular orbital method is described which can be applied to molecules where the restrictions of z-electron theory are not fulfilled. It has the following main characteristics: 1. Atomic SCF functions are used as a basis, 2. Core-valence interactions are treated by means of perturbation theory, 3. Mulliken type approximations are used for many-center integrals. Ein M. O. Verfahren ffir beliebige Molekiile mR t. atomaren SCF-Funktionen als Basis, 2. Behandlung der Weehselwirkung yon Rumpf und Valenzelektronen mittels St6rnngsrechnung und 3. Mulliken-N~herung fiir Mehrzentrenintegrale wird beschrieben.
Introduction
Molecular quantum mechanics has made great advances in recent years with the help of electronic computers. Ab initio calculations of the electronic structure of many diatomic and some simple polyatomie molecules are now available and will be of increasing importance in the future. However, the amount of labor involved for such a treatment of many chemically interesting molecules is forbidding and makes simplifications necessary. In many cases even very crude approximations can give satisfactory answers to the chemist. For ~-eleetron systems the semiempirical molecular orbital methods named after I-I~CKEI, [7] and PA~ISE~, PA~R, and POPLE [19] have been especially fruitful, and several attempts have been made to develop similar schemes for molecules of a more general type.
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R. MANNE: field method. Even this method in its non-empirical form has severe limitations, i.e. the neglect of electron correlation and the often very restricted set of basis orbitals employed. In spite of this we will make the MO-LCAO-SCF approximation our starting point and make further approximations and simplifications from there on leading to a scheme analogous to the Pariser-Parr-Pople method for 7~electron systems. Since we want to be able to treat all kinds of molecules we cannot however make use of all simplifying assumptions in n-electron theory. Therefore our method is slightly more complex than the Pariser-Parr-Pople method. Several other authors have followed sflnilar lines of thought. Two electron systems have been recently considered by POHL and coworkers [21] , KLOe~A~ [10] , and JENKINS and IOEDLEY [8] . HART, ROBIN, and I~UEBLER [5] have used an approximate MO-LCAO-SCF method including overlap on the Pa molecule, but with some approximations which are difficult to carry over to more general systems. Finally POPLE and eoworkers [22] and KAUF~mN [9] have developed methods making use of the zero-differential-overlap approximation.
The method presented here differs from previous work in several ways. The general principle has been to avoid adjustable parameters as far as possible. Atomic SCF-orbitals are used as basis functions and the eigenvaine relations fulfilled by these are used to simplify matrix elements of the Fock operators. This is an approach sinfilar to the GOEFPE~T-MAYE~-SKLAR approximation [3] , which is obtained ff empirical ionization potentials are introduced for atomic orbital energies. The distinction between core and valence orbita]s is explicitly made and core-valence interactions arc discussed in terms of L6WDIN's partitioning approach to perturbation theory. Since we keep track of the inner shells, we are able to deal with elements belonging to the same group of the periodic table on an equivalent basis, and thereby retain more of classical chemical concepts. For the application of the method to large molecules, integral approximations of the Mulliken type are introduced and their invariancc properties discussed.
Basis orbitals
We choose as our atomic orbital basis analytical Itartree-Fock orbitals which, thanks to CLV, MENTI'S calculations [2] , are now available for all atoms and positive ions with Zg 36. In this way we have restricted our basis to only those orbitals which are occupied in the atomic ground states. Compared to a minimal basis of Slater orbitals, analytical atomic ]:[artree-Fock orbitals are more diffuse and give a better energy in ab initio calculations [1] . The optimum orbitals obtained from molecuiar I-Iartree-Fock calculations seem to lie in between these two choices. Another advantage of Hartree-Fock orbitals over simple exponentials is that orbitals on one center are orthogonal to each other and are eigenfunctions to an effective ttamiltouian. Molecular integrals are however more difficult to calculate, a disadvantage which can partly be balanced by means of integral approximations.
3. Formal development of theory For a single determinant wavefunction all physical properties can be derived from the fit-st-order or Fock-Dirac density matrix e(C, l) = ~ r r i
